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Abstract 36 

In this study a novel auditory version of the Single Category Implicit Association Test (SC-IAT-37 

A) was developed to investigate (a) the valence of adults’ associations to infant cries and laughs, 38 

(b) moderation of implicit associations by gender and empathy, and (c) the robustness of implicit 39 

associations controlling for auditory sensitivity. Eighty adults (50% females) were administered 40 

two SC-IAT-As, the Empathy Quotient, and the Weinstein Noise Sensitivity Scale. Adults 41 

showed positive implicit associations to infant laugh, and negative ones to infant cry; only the 42 

implicit associations with the infant laugh were negatively related to empathy scores, and no 43 

gender differences were observed. Finally, implicit associations to infant cry were affected by 44 

noise sensitivity. The SC-IAT-A is useful to evaluate the valence of implicit reactions to infant 45 

auditory cues and could provide fresh insights into understanding processes that regulate the 46 

quality of adult-infant relationships. 47 
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Adult reactions to infant cues are among the most biologically relevant and adaptive 54 

human behaviours. Infants are not self-sufficient at birth, but need adults who are normally prone 55 

to respond in a timely and prompt manner to infants’ needs or requests and to act in adequate and 56 

sensitive ways to ensure infant survival and wholesome development. Ethological studies show 57 

that caregiving behaviours are observed across a wide swath of mammalian and primate species 58 

strongly supporting their roots in biological functioning (Bornstein, 2013, 2015; Bowlby, 1969). 59 

Despite a strong disposition to infant caregiving, the quality of adult-child interactions is 60 

sometimes compromised. Adults may show low warmth or sensitivity, rejection or disengaged 61 

caregiving, behaviours that usually have negative effects on child development (see Barnow, 62 

Lucht, & Freyberger, 2005; Beck & Shaw, 2005). Caregiver reactions to distressing stimuli 63 

produced by infants predict child outcomes (Leerkes, Parade, & Gudmundson, 2011; McElwain 64 

& Booth-Laforce, 2006), and emotional reactions to baby cues predict later attachment security 65 

(Leerkes et al., 2011). Taken together, individual differences in ways that adults react to babies 66 

suggest that investigating adults' reactions to infant cues might prove useful to better understand 67 

processes that regulate the quality of adult-child interactions, and consequently more clearly 68 

define possible interventions to promote more positive and sensitive caregiving. 69 

Swain et al. (2014) reviewed human and animal studies investigating brain responses to 70 

infant signals and proposed a neurological model of the parental brain. According to that model, 71 

infant cues activate cortical and subcortical structures that determine the salience of the sensory 72 

input, trigger caregiving, regulate emotions, and engender cognitions. 73 

Among diverse infant cues, cries have received much attention because the cry is a primary 74 

means of agency and communication in human infants (Zeifman, 2001). Infant cry is certainly 75 

aversive, and it can provoke maltreatment (Kadushin& Martin, 1981), but it is also an 76 
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evolutionarily developed signal that triggers solicitous caregiving in adults (Zeifman, 2001). 77 

Research that has investigated adult reactions to infant cry has largely focused on subjective 78 

evaluations (see Boukydis, 1985), physiological markers of autonomic arousal (Frodi et al., 79 

1978; Frodi & Lamb, 1980), and (recently) brain responses (for ERP, see Maupin, Hayes, 80 

Mayes, & Rutherford, 2014; for fMRI see Swain et al., 2014). Compared to other matched 81 

control stimuli, adults respond to infant cries in specific ways (de Pisapia et al., 2013; Swain et 82 

al., 2014), and their reactions are influenced by characteristics of the cry (e.g., Esposito, 83 

Nakazawa, Venuti, & Bornstein, 2013) as well as by individual-difference factors (see Boukydis 84 

& Burgess, 1982). 85 

With respect to individual factors, among the others, caregiver gender is relevant because it 86 

can help to explain the extent to which reactions to infant cry are related to biological or cultural 87 

determinants. Studies that have investigated effects of gender have produced mixed results. 88 

Boukydis and Burgess (1982) investigated adult (parent and non-parent) physiological responses 89 

and self-reports to infant cry and found that men reported more irritation/anger than women, but 90 

they observed no gender difference in physiological arousal. Seifritz et al. (2003), using fMRI, 91 

investigated whether gender moderated adult (parent and non-parent) brain responses to infant 92 

cry and laughing; women (not men) showed a significant response to crying and laughing in the 93 

right anterior cingulate to the right mesial prefrontal cortex. de Pisapia et al. (2013) used fMRI to 94 

investigate adult (parent and non-parent) brain activity during exposure to infant hunger cries 95 

and atypical cries compared to rest and white noise; they found a decrease in brain activity of 96 

dorsal medial prefrontal cortex and the posterior cingulate cortex in females but not in males. 97 

Cohen-Bendahan, van Doornen, and de Weerth (2014) found no effect of gender in a study that 98 

investigated self-reports of sympathy/anger to infant crying in childless young adults.  99 
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To revisit and help clarify this literature, for this study we modified an existing sensitive 100 

paradigm, the Implicit Association Test (IAT), a computer-based measure designed to evaluate 101 

in an indirect way the valence of person's mental representations of target objects in memory (for 102 

a detailed introduction of the IAT see the seminal work of Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz, 103 

1998). The IAT attempts to access traces of past experience that may be inaccessible to 104 

conscious introspection or that individuals would not overtly exhibit, but that implicitly mediate 105 

action, feeling, or thought toward target objects (Greenwald &Banaji,1995). The IAT is a two-106 

stage classification task developed on the same logic as other cognitive priming methods to 107 

measure implicit attitudes about target stimuli. In the IAT, people are asked to rapidly categorize 108 

two target objects (e.g., "adult" and "infant") and two attributes (e.g., "positive" and "negative") 109 

with only two response keys. In the first stage the first target object is classified with the same 110 

key of the first attribute, and in the second stage the second target object is classified with the 111 

same key of the first attribute. The implicit attitude, also referred to as the IAT effect, is derived 112 

from the comparison of latencies of responses between the two stages. The logic is that the 113 

object-attribute pair with the shorter classification latency (faster response) is interpreted as more 114 

strongly associated in memory than the pair with longer latency (slower response). Because the 115 

IAT requires that people make a series of rapid classification judgments, and because it is an 116 

indirect measure of attitude, it circumvents deliberative processes and reduces the impact of 117 

social desirability bias. Greenwald, Poehlman, Uhlmann, and Banaji (2009) showed that IAT 118 

scores predicted both controlled and spontaneous social behaviours over and above self-report 119 

measures (incremental validity). 120 

Senese et al. (2013) adapted the Single Category Implicit Association Test (SC-IAT; 121 

Karpinski & Steinman, 2006), a modification of the Implicit Association Test, to evaluate the 122 
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positive and negative valence of adult implicit associations to infant visual cues. In their work, 123 

Senese et al. (2013) used the SC-IAT because it allows the evaluation of a single category or 124 

attitude object at time. They tested adults with faces of infant and adult humans and infrahuman 125 

animals and found that human infant faces are implicitly and uniquely associated with greater 126 

positive valence and that individual differences in implicit reactions correlated with expressed 127 

desires to interact socially with infants. To our knowledge, however, no study has investigated 128 

the implicit valence of infant auditory cues. Infant auditory cues are significant because infant 129 

cries and other vocal sounds constitute early means of infant agency. 130 

The main aim of the present study was, therefore, to investigate the valence of adults’ 131 

implicit reactions to infant cries and laughs. To meet this aim, we developed an auditory version 132 

of the SC-IAT paradigm. We recruited non-parent adults to participate because we wanted to 133 

investigate implicit reactions independent of parental status and experience. In accord with the 134 

previous literature, we expected to find positive reactions to infant laughs and negative reactions 135 

to infant cries (Senese et al., 2013), and to find gender differences to both (Seifritz et al., 2003; 136 

de Pisapia et al., 2013), with males showing a more negative reactions to infant cry and fewer 137 

positive reactions to infant laugh. 138 

According to the parental brain model (Swain et al., 2014), empathy likely moderates brain 139 

responses to infant cues. We therefore also asked if implicit reactions to infant cues are 140 

moderated by stable empathy levels. Emery, McElwain, Groh, Haydon, and Roisman (2014) 141 

measured maternal skin conductance associated with cry–laugh auditory stimuli and found that 142 

empathy moderated reactivity. We expected a similar effect, with low empathy participants 143 

showing less adaptive reactions to infant stimuli (see Dix, 1991). 144 
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Finally, because this investigation focuses on adults’ reactions to infant auditory cues, and 145 

infant cry is aversive, we measured subjective noise sensitivity in participants (Senese, Ruotolo, 146 

Ruggiero, & Iachini, 2012) to control its effects on implicit reactions. To our knowledge, this is 147 

the first study to examine gender differences in adults’ reactions to infant auditory cues that take 148 

into account possible confounding effects of individual noise sensitivity. Subjective noise 149 

sensitivity has fundamental relevance for people’s reactions to noise, and females are more 150 

sensitive to noise than males (Senese et al., 2012). 151 

Method 152 

Participants. Eighty healthy hearing-normal adults (40 females; mean age=22.9 years, 153 

SD=2.5), including males and females matched for age and family socioeconomic status, Fs < 1, 154 

participated; none was a parent or worked with infants. The sample size was determined by a 155 

power analyses to ensure an adequate statistical validity (power >.80; Tabachnick & Fidell, 156 

2012). The study was conducted in conformity with University Ethics Committee requirements 157 

and the Helsinki Declaration. 158 

Materials and procedure. All participants completed a brief sociodemographic 159 

questionnaire, the Empathy Quotient, the Weinstein Noise Sensitivity Scale, and two auditory 160 

versions of the SC-IAT. 161 

Sociodemographic questionnaire. The sociodemographic questionnaire collected 162 

participants' age, gender, working status, and level of education. The working status and level of 163 

education of participants’ parents were used to compute the socioeconomic status of the family. 164 

The Empathy Quotient (EQ). The Italian short version of the EQ scale (Baron-Cohen & 165 

Wheelwright, 2004; Senese, De Nicola, Passaro, & Ruggiero, 2016) was administered. This 15-166 

item self-report scale evaluates three different (but related) components of empathy: cognitive 167 
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empathy, emotional reactivity, and social skills. Each item presents a statement, and respondents 168 

are asked to indicate their agreement on a 4-point scale, from strongly disagree to strongly 169 

agree. The short EQ yields also a composite total empathy score; higher scores indicate greater 170 

empathy (α=.78). 171 

The Weinstein Noise Sensitivity Scale (WNSS). The Italian version of the WNSS (Senese et 172 

al., 2012) was administered to obtain a measure of sensitivity to noise. The WNSS is a 20-item 173 

self-report scale that evaluates affective reactions and attitudes to noise in general and to a 174 

variety of everyday environmental sounds. For each item, participants indicate their agreement 175 

on a 6-point scale, from disagree strongly to agree strongly. Higher scores indicate greater noise 176 

sensitivity (α=.89). 177 

Single Category Implicit Association Test (SC-IAT). Following Karpinski and Steinman 178 

(2006), the SC-IAT paradigm was adapted to evaluate participants’ implicit reactions to two 179 

target auditory stimuli (SC-IAT-A): infant cry and infant laugh. Each SC-IAT-A followed the 180 

original version of the paradigm. The SC-IAT-A is a two-stage measure; in each stage, words 181 

and sounds were presented auditorily, in random order, and preceded by a visual cue (an audio 182 

symbol). Participants were asked to classify the words or sounds into the correct category as 183 

quickly as possible by pressing one of two keys on a keyboard: "e" for left responses and "i" for 184 

right responses. In the first stage, positive words and target sounds were categorized with the 185 

same response key, and negative words with a different key (positive condition). In the second 186 

stage, negative words and target sounds were categorized with the same response key, and 187 

positive words with a different key (negative condition). Each stage consisted of 23 practice 188 

trials (3 filler trials plus one block of 20 trials) followed by 63 test trials (3 fillers trials plus three 189 

blocks of 20 trials each; see Table 1). For each block, the first three trials (one for each category) 190 
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were filler and omitted from analysis because of their practice nature and typically lengthened 191 

latencies. Following the original version of the SC-IAT (see Karpinski & Steinman, 2006), to 192 

prevent a response bias or predictability of responses, target sounds, positive words, and negative 193 

words were presented in irregular frequencies across two conditions, one positive and one 194 

negative. In the positive condition, the frequency ratio was 6:6:8, respectively, for target sounds, 195 

positive words, and negative words, so that 60% of correct responses were on the left key and 196 

40% of correct responses were on the right key. In the negative condition, the frequency ratio 197 

was 6:8:6, respectively, so that 40% of correct responses were on the left key and 60% of correct 198 

responses were on the right key. In each SC-IAT-A, one target sound (infant cry or infant laugh) 199 

was presented. The two SC-IAT were administered in a counterbalanced order, and the 200 

association between target sound and the attribute of the first classification phase was 201 

counterbalanced across stages and participants. 202 

To oblige participants to be fast and accurate, a response window of 1500 ms was set for 203 

each trial. Participants were given feedback regarding the accuracy of each response. Correct 204 

responses were followed by a green "O" in the centre of the screen for 150 ms; incorrect 205 

responses were followed by a red "X" in the centre of the screen for 150 ms. When participants 206 

failed to respond within the response window, a reminder to ―Please respond more quickly!‖ 207 

appeared for 500 ms. For all blocks, the intertrial interval was 500 ms. 208 

Insert Table 1 about here 209 

The IAT measure is derived by dividing the difference between the latencies of responses 210 

in the negative condition and the positive condition by the standard deviation of latencies of the 211 

two conditions (D-score; Greenwald, Nosek, & Banaji, 2003). If participants are faster in 212 

categorizing stimuli in the positive condition compared to the negative condition, their score is 213 
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positive and they are considered to have a positive implicit attitude to the target stimuli. If 214 

participants are faster in categorizing stimuli in the negative condition compared to the positive 215 

condition, then their score is negative and they are considered to have a negative implicit attitude 216 

to the target stimuli. Because responses are scored using the D-score algorithm (Greenwald et al., 217 

2003), values around 0 indicate the absence of a specific implicit attitude to target stimuli. 218 

Absolute values from 0.2 to 0.3 indicate a ―slight‖ effect, values around 0.5 a ―medium‖ effect, 219 

and values of about 0.8 to infinity a ―large‖ effect. All the SC-IAT scores showed adequate 220 

reliability (αs > .70). 221 

In each SC-IAT-A, we used ten positive words (e.g., love, beautiful, luck, joy, etc.), ten 222 

negative words (e.g., bad, pain, negative, unpleasant, etc.), and six sound examples of each target 223 

category (cry and laugh). Words were distinguished as ―positive‖ and ―negative‖ and had to be 224 

classified into a positive or negative category, respectively. Words were chosen by means of a 225 

preliminary study because they were associated with infants or with crying. Sounds were 226 

examples of each target category, infant cry and infant laugh, and had to be classified as crying 227 

or laughing, respectively. Infant vocalizations were extracted from home videos. A research 228 

assistant, who was unaware of the purposes of the study, reviewed video records of the children 229 

to identify appropriate stimuli. An exclusion criterion was that the audio recording of infant 230 

vocalization contained background noise (e.g., adult talk, sounds from toys, or other 231 

environmental noise). Infant cries were extracted from home videos of unedited cry bouts of 10 232 

firstborn 13-month-olds (5 girls/5 boys). Children were part of a longitudinal research project 233 

and did not present any cognitive concerns as confirmed by their Wechsler Preschool and 234 

Primary Scale of Intelligence-II scores at age 4 years. To be sure that cry stimuli were 235 

acoustically representative of the typical range, cry sounds were digitized and analysed using 236 
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Praat acoustic analysis software (Boersma&Weenink, 2013). The duration of pauses (a silence 237 

longer than 250 ms within the episode of crying) in s was M = 1.25, SD = 0.29, and the number 238 

of utterances (expressed vocalization of distress between two pauses) was M = 3.15, SD = 1.33. 239 

Infant positive vocalizations (laughter) were extracted from home videos of unedited laughter 240 

bouts of the same infants (10 firstborn, 5 girls/5 boys, of 13-month-olds) used for extracting 241 

cries. The duration of pauses (a silence longer than 250 ms within the episode of laughter) in s 242 

was M = 1.38, SD = 0.50, and the number of utterances (expressed positive vocalization between 243 

two pauses) was M = 3.63, SD = 0.91. To optimize and equate for sound quality and volume, and 244 

to ensure that the stimuli were representative of the typical range of infant vocalizations, the first 245 

5 s of infant vocalizations were used. All stimuli were normalized for intensity, and the volume 246 

was kept constant for all the presentations for all the participants. The average fundamental 247 

frequencies of cries and laughs were 363.07 Hz (SD=35.82) and 361.88 Hz (SD=43.34), 248 

respectively, t(10)=0.052, p=.959, and the average peak amplitudes of the infant cries was 73.98 249 

dB (SD=2.20) and laughs was 71.68 dB (SD=2.07), t(10)=1.87, p=.091. Acoustic stimuli were 250 

presented binaurally through Sennheiser HD 419headphones. 251 

Results 252 

Preliminary descriptive analyses were executed to investigate missing values, variable 253 

distributions, and univariate normality (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2012). D-scores were analysed by 254 

means of a generalized linear model that treated infant cue (cry vs. laugh) as a 2-level within-255 

subjects factor, gender (males vs. females) as a 2-level between-subjects factor, and empathy as 256 

covariate. Bonferroni correction was used to analyse post hoc effects of significant factors, the 257 

regression coefficients were used to analyse the effect of the covariate on the dependent variable, 258 

and partial eta squared (2
p) was used to evaluate the magnitude of significant effects. Because 259 
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females reported greater sensitivity to noise than males on the WNSS, F(1,78) = 11.95, MSE = 260 

0.42, p < .001, to test if effects were influenced by individual sensitivity to noise, we replicated 261 

the analyses adding the WNSS score as covariate. 262 

D-scores differed by cue condition, F(1,77) = 9.04, MSE = 0.08, p =.004,η
2

p = .110, and 263 

by the interaction Cue×Empathy, F(1,77) = 5.65, MSE = 0.08, p = .020, η
2

p = .072. The post hoc 264 

analyses for the cue main effect revealed that the mean D-score associated with infant cry, M = -265 

0.05, 95%CI [-0.13,-0.02],was negative and different from the mean D-score associated with 266 

infant laugh, which was positive, M = 0.11, 95%CI [0.04,0.18]. The parameter analyses of the 267 

Cue×Empathy effect revealed that, independent of gender, participant empathy moderated 268 

reactions to infant stimuli. Empathy was related only to implicit reactions to infant laugh, b = -269 

0.36, p = .022, 95%CI [-0.66,-0.05], η
2
p=.070, not to infant cry. The lower participants’ empathy, 270 

the more positive their implicit association to infant laugh. 271 

The model that considered WNSS as covariate confirmed only the Cue×Empathy effect, 272 

F(1,76) = 7.53, MSE = 0.08, p = .008, η
2

p = .095, and showed that sensitivity to noise moderated 273 

the implicit reaction to infant cue, F(1,76) = 3.97, MSE = 0.08, p = .049, η
2

p=.052. The parameter 274 

analyses of the Cue×WNSS effect revealed that, independent of gender and empathy, participant 275 

noise sensitivity was related only to implicit reactions to infant cry, b = -0.15, p = .013, 95%CI [-276 

0.27,-0.03], η
2
p=.083, not to infant laugh. The higher participants’ noise sensitivity, the less 277 

positive their implicit association to infant cry. 278 

Discussion 279 

The main aim of the present study was to investigate the valence of adult implicit 280 

representations of infant cries and laughs by adopting a paradigm that circumvents deliberative 281 

processes and reduces the impact of social desirability bias. To this end, we adapted the SC-IAT 282 
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paradigm into an auditory version to evaluate implicit reactions of young adults to infant cries 283 

and laughs, to investigate if their reactions were moderated by gender and empathy, and to 284 

evaluate whether individual noise sensitivity moderates implicit reactions. To our knowledge, 285 

this is the first study to evaluate the valence of adults’ implicit associations to infant auditory 286 

cues and to investigate gender differences in adults' reactions controlling for subjective noise 287 

sensitivity. 288 

We found that adults’ implicit associations were modulated by specific auditory cues 289 

produced by infants. In accord with our hypothesis, adults showed a positive implicit reaction to 290 

infant laugh, and a negative implicit association to infant cry; in neither case, however, did they 291 

exhibit extreme valence. Moreover, our data confirmed the expectation that empathy moderates 292 

adults’ associations to infant cues; the significant difference between adults’ implicit associations 293 

to infant cry and infant laugh was observed only for adults low in empathy. Participants high in 294 

empathy generally showed no specific association to infant cues. As regards expected gender 295 

differences, our results showed no significant differences between males and females when 296 

controlling for their empathy scores and noise sensitivity. 297 

Cries and laughs are critical and salient auditory stimuli because they constitute a primary 298 

means of communication for young infants (Zeifman, 2001). The results of this study confirm 299 

that adults show specific reactions to each cue and that the SC-IAT-A can be used to evaluate the 300 

valence of adults’ implicit associations. That the valence of implicit associations to infant cry 301 

was not extreme supports the idea that infant cry is not associated with a strong emotionally 302 

negative polarity, because it should function to trigger caregiving (Zeifman, 2001) rather than, 303 

say, maltreatment or avoidance (Dix, 1991). At the same time, however, we observed individual 304 

differences in reactions to infant cry, with some participants showing strong negative 305 
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associations (i.e., D-score < -.50). The clinical relevance of these individual differences should 306 

be explored in future research. 307 

Investigating adults’ implicit reactions to infant cues is important for several reasons. For 308 

example, adults' reactions to infant cues are predictive of diverse child outcomes (Leerkes et al., 309 

2011; McElwain & Booth-LaForce, 2006). This study presents the first evidence that an auditory 310 

version of the SC-IAT can be used to evaluate adults’ implicit reactions to infant vocalizing. 311 

Similar to Senese et al. (2013), we found individual variation in adults’ implicit dispositions to 312 

cues produced by infants. Adults’ implicit reactions could help to explicate individual variation 313 

in the quality of adult-child interactions. This consideration assumes that the implicit response 314 

can be considered a valid and specific predictor of adult-child behaviour. Several studies have 315 

shown that implicit associations are predictive over and above explicit evaluations, if only with 316 

small—to—moderate effect sizes (Greenwald, Banaji, & Nosek, 2015), and Senese et al. (2013) 317 

found a significant association between adults’ implicit attitude toward infant faces and their 318 

expressed desire to interact socially with infants. Implicit associations might be related to child-319 

related behaviours, particularly when individuals are under stress (e.g., when the child is crying; 320 

see also Friese, Hofmann, & Schmitt, 2008),and this effect, even if small, might be relevant 321 

when "cumulating over repeated occurrences to the same person" Greenwald et al. (2015, p. 322 

558). In other words, the valence of the implicit association to infant cues could reflect 323 

biologically rooted or subcortical reactions to infant cues (see Senese et al., 2013; Swain et al., 324 

2014). Future studies might implement the SC-IAT-A paradigm to replicate these results and to 325 

determine whether implicit associations to infant auditory cues are related to the quality of 326 

infant-care practices (Kadushin & Martin, 1981) or longitudinally to child outcomes (Leerkes et 327 

al., 2011; McElwain & Booth-LaForce, 2006). 328 
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Our results with respect to empathy moderation showed that adults who are high in 329 

empathy display only muted reactivity to infant cues. This finding seems to indicate that, when 330 

exposed to distressing infant cues, adults who are low in empathy react in more negative or less 331 

sensitive ways perhaps because they are less able to regulate their arousal (see Dix, 1991). 332 

With respect to gender differences, the results failed to confirm our expectations. 333 

However, this is the first time that the SC-IAT paradigm has been used to evaluate implicit 334 

reactions to infant auditory cues, and in previous studies the valence of reactions to infant cues 335 

was evaluated by self-reports. Our result contrasts with studies that used fMRI and self-reports 336 

and found gender differences in responses to infant cry (de Pisapia et al., 2013; Seifritz et al. 337 

2003), but accords with research that evaluated the adults' autonomic arousal (Boukydis & 338 

Burgess, 1982; Frodi et al. 1978). It could be that our measure evaluates implicit ―immediate 339 

affective reactions" (Gawronski, Hofmann, & Wilbur, 2006, p. 494), and gender differences in 340 

reactions to infant cry only emerge for more conscious or controlled thoughts and beliefs. If 341 

confirmed, this result would suggest that the observed gender differences are related more to 342 

cultural than biological factors. 343 

We also found, for the first time, that adult reactions to infant cry are related to noise 344 

sensitivity. We have no specific explanation for why noise sensitivity might be related to the 345 

implicit association to infant cry only and not also to infant laugh. It could be that the negative 346 

valence of the infant cry determines this effect. Previous studies have shown that subjective 347 

noise sensitivity indicates annoyance and that females have greater sensitivity to noise than 348 

males (Senese et al., 2012). Future studies should take this factor into account to disentangle the 349 

extents to which gender differences or differential noise sensitivity reflect reactions to infant 350 

auditory cues. 351 
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Despite of the several merits of this research, including the first application of the single 352 

category implicit association paradigm to infant auditory cues, direct evaluation of the valence of 353 

emotional reactions to infant cries and laughs, and investigation of gender differences controlling 354 

for individual noise sensitivity, several limitations of the work should be noted. The sample size 355 

was relatively small, but still sufficient to ensure adequate statistical validity and power. We 356 

recruited a sample of non-parent young adults to control for parenthood experience, but future 357 

work should include parents with varying amounts of experience, those who are more and less 358 

sensitive to infant cues, and other groups, such as parents of infants at-risk. We also studied 359 

males and females, but mothers and fathers and non-parental caregivers should be included. 360 

Studying adult reactions to infant cues is valuable to better understand processes that 361 

regulate infant-adult caregiving interactions. Here, we adapted the SC-IAT paradigm to evaluate 362 

the implicit valence of auditory infant cues, and we found specific reactions to infant cries and 363 

laughs. The paradigm introduced here offers a reliable and valid means to evaluate the valence of 364 

reactive impulses associated with auditory infant cues, and in conjunction with the other 365 

methodologies, it could provide fresh insights to understanding the parental brain and processes 366 

that regulate the quality of infant caregiving. 367 

368 
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